
Display Current
Temperature

1) Position the unit where it is protected in the 
event of a crash and give you easy access to the 
buttons and display can be easily read.
2) The unit can be mounted with 2 x 3mm crews, 
cable tie through the 2 holes or double sided tape.
3) Connect the unit’s JR connector to receiver 
channel 2,3,4+
4) Remove the stock engine push button stop 
switch from the ignition coil and replace it with the 
supplied pre-wired cable to the engine’s ignition 
coil and connect it to the kill switch via the 2 way 
JST red connector
5) Install the temperature sensor under the spark 

Red LED ON Engine is 
Off / No Radio Signals

Display Highest
Temperature

Compatibility
Compatible with most 2.4Ghz radio system. Except 2 channel 
Spektrum AVC and 2 channel HPI TF-20  other radios.

Showing engine’s
Temperature

Showing Battery 
Voltage

 Low voltage Cutoff:
          (3.6V to 9.9V)

 Low voltage Cutoff:
       (3.6V to 9.9V)

The chart in Figure 1 which shows 4 Modes of operation. Scrolling through the Modes by 

pressing the Mode button. Settings can be saved anytime by pressing the OK button.

Mode 1 = Status: Display the status of the kill switch.

Mode 2 = Settings: By pressing the Item button, it will let you scroll through 8 menus.

    1) 2 or 3, 4 + channel selection.(For 2 channel radio, connect the receiver wire JR 
        connector to channel1 via the Y cable. For 3, 4+ channel radio connect it to                                         
        channel 3 or 4+)

     2) Rx signal reversal. Reverse the Rx’s signal to the kill switch. 
    3) Glitch sensitivity. Can be set to Hi (350msec delay) or Low (1sec delay).
    4) Low voltage cutoff. From 3.V to 9.9V with 0.3V step increment.
    5) Unit of Temperature in degree Celsius (oC) or degree Fahrenheit (oF).
    6) Temperature setting for engine shutdown(50 oC to 250 oC or 122 oF to 482 oF)
    7) Engine shutdown on High temperature Enable or Disable
         (If Disable - Engine will not shutdown when reached preset high temperature )
    

Mode 3 = Battery Volt Level Mode: Shows the current battery voltage 
Mode 4 = Temperature  Display: Shows the current or highest Temp in degree C or degree F.

*
*

* Note: For Spektrum Radio users. Please set the Rx Signal Reversal to Reverse 
(S = RE) and Glitch Sensitivity set to High (g = HI)

8) Temperature display mode: Current temperature or Highest temperature
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